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Abstract

In this work,we show experimentally, and using computer modeling that the effect of grainsize
manifestedas aneffect on constitutivebehaviorcan have an appreciableeffect on the deformation
stabilityof copperdeformedin tensionunderboth quasi-staticand dynamicloading:an increasein
grain size results in greaterextents of deformation. In a work previously publishedby Gourdin
andLassila,the effect of grainsize was incorporatedinto the MechanicalThresholdStress (MTS)
material model applied to OFE copper. Dynamic tensile tests were modeled using a 3-D
computercode in which the MTS materialmodel was incorporated. The computercode model
accurately predicted the occurrence and growth of necking during dynamic deformation as a
functionof grainsize.
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1. INTRODUCTION
0

The constitutive behavior of a ductile metal has long been known to control its deformation
stability undertensile loading assuming that the deforming body is homogeneous and isotropic
[1-4]. A straightforwardanalysisshows that plastic deformationunderuniaxial tensile loading is
unstablewhen the work hardeningrate is less than or equalto the flow stress. This is referredto
as the instabilitycriterionand representsthe pointduringdeformationat which geometricsoftening
due to w.ductionof file cross sectionalareaof the sample(assumingconstantvolume deformation)
occurs at a greaterra_ethan work hardeningof the deforming material. Under uniaxial tensile
loading,instabilityoccurs at the maximumtensile loadand, in general,localizationof deformation
(necking)occursat thispoint. Therate of growthof a neck has been shownto be a functionof the
work hardeningbehaviorand strainrate sensitivity [5-7]. Underdynamic loading inertiaeffects
can retardthe growthof instabilities (thiseffect is geometry dependent;samples with large cross
sectionsbeing mostaffected).

Grainsize is known to modify constitutive behaviorof metals and alloys to variousextents. This
effect on constitutivebehavior can, in turn, have an effect on deformationstability. In the case of
copper the effect of grain size c_nyield and flow stress is appreciableover a wide range of test
conditions [8-11]. In a recent work the effect of grainsize was incorporatedinto the Mechanical
ThresholdStress (MTS) materialmodel [12]. This development led to analytical studies of the
effect of grain size on the strainat which instability occursundertensile loading, which indicated
that increases in theextent of uniformdeformationcould be expectedwith increases in grainsize at
any given strainrate [13].

In this paper the effects of grain size on the stress-strainbehavior, deformation stability and
necking behavior of copper deformed in tension underquasi-static and dynamic conditions are
examined. We presentresultsof computercode modeling of the dynamictests which utilizedthe
MTS material model with grain size as a model parameter.The computercode model was found
to accurately predict the occurrence and growth of necking duringdynamic deformation as a
functionof grainsize.

2. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS

Test sampleswere machinedfrom cold rolled OFE copperbar stock, nominally99.98% Cu. The
test sampleswere annealed at 375° C and 800° C for one hourin anargonatmosphere to produce
nominal grain sizes of 15 and 120 I_mrespectively. Optical microscopy indicated that the test
materialswererecrystallizedwith equiaxedmicrostructures.

Dynamic and quasi-static testingwas performed using 1.00 mm thick tensile sampleswith a width
of 2.54 mm and a gage lengthof 5.08 ram. This samplegeometrywas chosen to minimizeinertia #

effects m the dynamic test while still providinga sufficient cross sectional areaso that anisotropy
due to single crystaleffects in the largegrain size materialswere notappreciable[14]. Quasi-static
tensile tests wereperformed at a nominal strainrate of 10"3s1 using a screw driventest machine.



Results of the quasi-static tests, shown in Figure I, indicatethat the large grain size material had
greaterextentof deformationpriorto theinstabilitystrainrelativeto the smallgrainsize material.

Dynamic testing was peffom_ using the split Hopkinsonpressure bar technique (SHPB). The
4 averagestrainrate was approximately5500 s-1for all of the tests thatwere performed. Detailed

descriptions of the test hardwareand data reduction techniques used in this work are given
elsewhere [15]. Engineeringstressin thesample was measureddynamicallyby a transmitterbar.
A high-speed framing camera, which produces approximately80 back-lit images, was used to
recordthe deformationof the sample. Engineeringstrainin the sample as a function of time was
calculated using values of relative displacementof the gage markson the sample takenoff the
flamingcamerarecord. Theengineeringstressandengineeringstrainrecordsas functionsof time
are phased to construct an engineering stress-strainplot as shown in Figure 2 for the 15 and
120 _ materials.

The strain at which necking initiates in the dynamic tests was determined visually using the
framingcamerarecord. As was the case in the quasi-statictest results, the large grainsize material
produceda greaterextentof uniformelongationpriorto neckingthanthe small grainsize material,

3. COMPUTER CODE MODELING OF THE DYNAMIC TESTS

An explicit arbitraryLagrange/Euleriancomputercode developed atLawrenceLivernm_ National
Laboratory(ALE3D [16]) was used to model the tensile SHPB experiments. The MTS material
model, as developed for copperwith grain size as a model parameter [12], was incorporatedinto
ALE3D. The computer model of the tensile SHPB experiments included the incident and
transmitterbars and detailed meshing of the grips and test sample as shown in Figure 3. The
loading input for the computer model of the experimentwas a pressure history applied to the end
of the incident bar. This pressure historywas calculated fromthe strain history of the incident bar
recordedby a straingage as describedin Reference 15. This modeling of the experimentmatched,
as closely as possible, the actual boundaryconditions of the problem.

Output from the computer model consisted of data that could be compared directly to the
experimental data: 1,) computer images of the sample at times that could be compared to the
framingcang_ images and 2.) load historyof the transmitterbar.

3.1 Comparison of Computer Code and Framing Camera Images.

In Figures4-a thru4-d computerimages of the test sampleare shown along side of corresponding
framingcamera images for a 15 _tmgrainsize coppertest sample. (see Fig.4 caption for detailed
information). Comparison of the profiles indicates that the computer code model predicted,in
general, the deformationand neckingof the test samplequitewell. This was al_ foundto be the

_ case forthe 120 grngrainsize test sample. The elongation of the test sample as a functionof time,
based of the relative displacement of the gage marks, was extracted from experiments and
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computer code predictions for the 15 and 120 _m grain size test samples (shown in Fig. 5).
Excellent agreementbetween the experimentalandcomputercode datais observed.

A qualitative judgment of the time at which necking occurred was performed. The procedure
used was simply to the select an image in which there was a perceived inflection in the profile, )
indicating localized deformation. Necking times were selected by looking at the experimental and
computer code data independently (this was done with computer images showing only the profile
of the test sample). Good agreement was observed between the selected times at which the
experiment and computer model showed necking, for both grain sizes. When the corresponding
images that show the occurrence and growth of a neck are compared, it is immediately evident
that the location at which necking occurs in the experiments and the computer code predictions is
different. Refinements of the meshing in the sampleand grips were performed and were found to
have an effect on the location of necking (with no effect on the time at which necking occurredor
the growth rate of the neck.) It appears that the location of the neck is extremely sensitive to small
changes in wave propagation thatoccurwhen the meshing is changed.

3.2 Comparison of stress Measurements

The Computercode output was edited to examine various aspects of the loading of the sample.
First, the uniformity of stress in the gage section of the test sample duringloading was assessed
and was found to be uniform to within about 10% (prior to necking). This suggests that the
geometry of the test sample is not.having deleterious effects such as end constraints or inertial
loading.

The net loading of the test sample in the computer .code simulation as a function of time was
determinedby editingeach elementthroughthe cross sectionin the centerof the gage section. The
result, shown in Fig. 6, was compared with the loading measured by the transmitter bar
(experimentalandcomputercode simulation). FromFig. 6 we canconclude that the loadingof the
test sampleis represented reasonablywell by the computercode transmitterbar load. However,
the experimental transmitter bar load dam is in significant variance with the computer data. We
believe this is primarily due to deformation whichoccursin the gripregion of the experimental test
sampleduring testing andvariousapproximationsmade in the computercode modeling of the grip
(no deformationoccurredin the gripregion). Attempts weremade to improve the experimentby
eliminatingdeformation of the test sample outside of the gage section. This resulted in better
agreementbetween the experiment and computercode simulation. However, the load-time data
from the experiment still did not have sufficient resolution to determine accurate stress-strain
informationor the point of maximumload (pointof instability).

I
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Our study of the effects of grain size on the deformation stability of copper yields the following
conclusions:

4

• An increase in grain size results in greater extents of uniform elongation (and strain to failure)
under uniaxial tensile loexiing at strainrates of 0.001 and 5500 s-1.

• The MTS material model, which includes grain size as a material parameter, was incorporated
into a computer code which was subsequently used to model the dynamic tensile tests. Excellent
agreement between the computer model and the experiments validated the accuracy of the material
model and suggests that the variations in mechanical behavior are due solely to the modification of
constitutive behavior by changes in grain size.
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FigureI.Quasi-s_'atictensiletestresultsindicatinganincreaseintheinstabilitystrain(strainat
maximum load)inthelargegrainsizematerialrelativetothesmallgrainsizematerial.Thereis
alsoanaccon_oan,fi,_gincreaseintotalelongation.
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Figure 2. Dynamic tensile test results. This result is similar to thatpresented in Figure 1.; an
increase in strain to failure is clearly evident. Because of the inaccm'aciesin the measurementof
load in the sample, as discussed in the text, instability strains can not be extracted from this test
data.
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Figure 4. Corresponding framing camera and computer generated images of the 15 pal grain size
test sample: a) sample, b) sample undergoing uniform deformation, c) visible necking, d) sample
just prior to failure. The images of the test sample were taken so that the diagonal through,the
cross section normal tothe tensile axis of the test sample was in the optical plane. This resulted in
clear images of two opposite edges of the test sample.
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Figure S. Relative displacement of the gage marks during deformation. The grid line that
separated the obvious change in mesh size in the gage section of the computer code images
correspondsto the gage marksin the experimentaltest sample, as shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 6. Computermodel predictions of the loading history of the test sample comparedwith
the experimentally determined load history (small grain size material). The experimentally )
determinedcurve is believed to be grossly in en'ordue to plastic deformationof the test samplein
the grippingregions.
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